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On October 20,2014, Complainants Baxter Intemational Inc., Baxter Healthcare SA, and 

Baxter Healthcare Corporation (collectively, "Baxter") moved (913-020) for a summary 

determination that they satisfy the economic prong requirement for domestic industry. According 

to Baxter's motion, on September 24,2014, Baxter and Respondents reached an agreement 

regarding the economic prong of the domestic industry. (Mot. at 1.) According to Baxter, 

Respondents Ethicon, Inc. and Ferrosan Medical Devices A/S have stipulated that "[they] agree 

not to contest that Baxter has satisfied the 'economic prong' of 19 U.S.C. § 1337(a)(3)'s 

domestic-industry requirement for each of the '729, '325, '378, and '511 patents." (Baxter Ex. 1 

at 11, attached hereto as Ex. A.) Respondents confirm that they do not contest that Baxter has 

satisfied the economic prong of the domestic industry requirement for each of the asserted 

patents. (Mot. at 2.) On October 30,2014, the Commission Investigative Staff ("Staff') filed its 

response in support of the motion. 



I . R E L E V A N T L A W 

A. Summary Determination 

Commission Rule 210.18 governs summary determination and states, inter alia, that: 

The determination sought by the moving party shall be rendered i f 
pleadings and any depositions, answers to interrogatories, and 
admissions on file, together with the affidavits, i f any, show that 
there is no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the 
moving party is entitled to a summary determination as a matter of 
law. 

19 C.F.R. § 210.18(b). 

The evidence "must be reviewed in a light most favorable to the party opposing the 

motion with doubts resolved in favor of the nonmovant." Crown Operations Int'l, Ltd., v. Solutia 

Inc., 289 F.3d 1367, 1375 (Fed. Cir. 2002) (internal citations omitted). "Issues of fact are 

genuine only i f the evidence is such that a reasonable [fact finder] could return a verdict for the 

nonmoving party." Id. at 1375 (quoting Anderson v. Liberty Lobby, Inc., 477 U.S. 242, 248 

(1986)). The trier of fact should "assure itself that there is no reasonable version of the facts, on 

the summary judgment record, whereby the nonmovant could prevail, recognizing that the 

purpose of summary judgment is not to deprive a litigant of a fair hearing, but to avoid an 

unnecessary trial." EMI Group N. Am., Inc. v. Intel Corp., 157F.3d 887, 891 (Fed. Cir. 1998). 

"Where an issue as to a material fact cannot be resolved without observation of the demeanor of 

witnesses in order to evaluate their credibility, summary judgment is not appropriate." Sandt 

Tech., Ltd. v. Resco Metal and Plastics Corp., 264 F.3d 1344,1357 (Fed. Cir. 2001) (Dyk, C.J., 

concurring). "In other words, 'summary judgment is authorized when it is quite clear what the 

truth is,' and the law requires judgment in favor of the movant based upon facts not in genuine 

dispute." Paragon Podiatry Lab., Inc. v. KLMLabs., Inc., 984F.2d 1182, 1185 (Fed. Cir. 1993)' 

(internal citations omitted). 



B. Economic Prong 

In patent-based proceedings under section 337, a complainant must establish that an 

industry "relating to the articles protected by the patent... exists or is in the process of being 

established" in the United States. 19 U.S.C. § 1337(a)(2). Under Commission precedent, the 

domestic industry requirement of section 337 consists of an "economic prong" and a "technical 

prong." 

Section 337(a)(3) sets forth the following economic criteria for determining the existence 

of a domestic industry in such investigations : 

(3) For purposes of paragraph (2), an industry in the United States 
shall be considered to exist i f there is in the United States, with 
respect to the articles protected by the patent, copyright, trademark, 
mask work, or design concerned -

(A) significant investment in plant and equipment; 

(B) significant employment of labor or capital; or 

(C) substantial investment in its exploitation, including engineering, 
research and development, or licensing. 

Given that these criteria are listed in the disjunctive, satisfaction of any one of them wil l be 

sufficient to meet the economic prong of the domestic industry requirement. Certain Integrated 

Circuit Chipsets and Prods. Containing Same, Inv. No. 337-TA-428, Order No. 10, Initial 

Detennination (unreviewed) (May 4, 2000). 

I I . ANALYSIS 

There is no dispute that Baxter has a significant investment in plant and equipment and 

significant employment of labor and capital at its Hayward manufacturing facility in California 

to establish a domestic industry. (Mem. at 10-24; Staff Resp. at 4-6.) Baxter relies on the 



following activities, inter alia, to establish the economic prong of the domestic industry 

requirement: 

• In 2013, Baxter invested more than [ ] in plant and equipment for FLOSEAL 
hemostatic products at its manufacturing facility in Hayward, California. (Statement of 
Material Facts ("SOF") at \ 2.28.) 

• From January 2011 to July 2014, Biosurgery operations occupied approximately [ 
] square feet available at the Hayward facility. (Id. 

a t t 2.4-2.12.) 

• About [ ] square feet of this Biosurgery space was allocable to the 
FLOSEAL production and support activities. (Id. at If 2.13.) 

• In 2013, Baxter dedicated more than [ ] square feet of the Hayward facility to 
manufacturing and production-related activities for FLOSEAL hemostatic products. (Id. 
a t t 2.14.) 

• From January 2011 to July 2014, total Biosurgery expenditures related to plant at the 
Hayward facility was about [ ] , of which approximately [ ] was 
allocable to FLOSEAL production and support activities. (Id. at f 2.15-2.18.) 

• From 2011 through the end of July 2014, FLOSEAL production represented 
approximately [ ] of Biosurgery production at the Hayward facility and [ ] of 
total Biosurgery sales revenues. (Id. at f 2.25-2.26.) 

• In 2013, Baxter employed approximately [ ] individuals involved in manufacturing and 
supporting production activities for FLOSEAL hemostatic products at its Hayward 
facility and incurred over [ ] in compensation expenses. (Id. at % 3.10.) 

• In 2013, Baxter incurred over [ ] in expenses for [ 
] for production of FLOSEAL hemostatic products. (Id. at ^ 3.14.) 

• Between 2011 and July 31,2014, Baxter employed an average of [ ] full-time 
employees, incurred approximately [ ] in compensation expenses, and spent 
approximately [ ] for [ ] for FLOSEAL 
production and support activities at its Hayward facility. (Id. at 13.15.) 

As noted supra, neither Respondents nor Staff dispute that Baxter's domestic activities and 

investments satisfy the economic prong of the domestic industry requirement. (Mot. at 1-2; 

Mem. at 1; Baxter Ex. 1 at f 11; Staff Resp. at 4-6.) 



Based on the foregoing, the undersigned finds that Baxter has satisfied its burden with 

respect to the economic prong of the domestic industry requirement. Accordingly, Baxter's 

motion for summary determination (913-020) is hereby granted. 

Pursuant to 19 C.F.R. § 210.42(h), this Initial Determination shall become the 

determination of the Commission unless a party files a petition for review of the Initial 

Determination pursuant to 19 C.F.R. § 210.43(a), or the Commission, pursuant to 19 C.F.R. § 

210.44, orders, on its own motion, a review of the Initial Determination or certain issues herein. 

Within seven days of the date of this document, each party shall submit to the Office of 

the Administrative Law Judges a statement as to whether or not it seeks to have any portion of 

this document deleted from the public version. The parties' submission may be made by 

facsimile and/or hard copy by the aforementioned date. 

Any party seeking to have any portion of this document deleted from the public version 

thereof must submit to this office a copy of this document with red brackets indicating any 

portion asserted to contain confidential business infonnation. The parties' submissions 

concerning the public version of this document need not be filed with the Commission Secretary. 

SO ORDERED. 

Charles E. Bullock 
Chief Administrative Law Judge 


